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One should be careful when comparing "sponsored" by their respective benefactors. They can be confused sharply with the contras, which were originally or at least largely funded by the United States. The contras have been so dependent on aid for their continuing viability that "sponsorship" might be an inaccurate term. I think it is important to clearly state that my opposition is to the war in Afghanistan and not to the policy to benefit greatly from the Pentagon's much vaunted斯塔nd intends assistance. Each of these guerrilla movements was indigenous in origin, organization, and membership. While most subsequently received at least some external support, they retained their indigenous character and were in no way

If your MCAT score needs a boost, come work with experts in test preparation—

For exciting careers, challenges, growth, and opportunities to work with clients and technologies that are eclipsing the rest of the world. You could be working with some of the sharpest scientific minds in the areas of computer information and physical sciences, vesidda

BBN is TELLING GRADUATES WHERE TO GO...

Wellesley-MIT Exchange

Good Idea #27

Islamic Art and Culture

There are 375 more good ideas among the subjects offered at Wellesley this spring. For information contact the Wellesley-MIT Exchange Office, F-102, x-3668.

Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.

Come meet us at MIT on February 5th.